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Constructing Evans triangle with Pell equation
Wensen Wu
International Department，The Affiliated High School of SCNU
Abstract: in this paper, we construct two new primitive Evans triangles by using the
Pell equation x2-Dy2=1, and give the two forms of the Evans triangle and the
corresponding Evans ratio, we also get a new conclusion that the ratio is an integer
from a few different forms of the bottom and high.
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1 Introduction
In 1977, R. Evans put forward an unsolved problem (problem E2687) in the
"American Mathematical Monthly": for all integer triangle, making it a high ratio and
the bottom edge of the integer. This problem is included in the famous book named
"Unsolved problems in number theory" by R. KGuy. KGuy said that this ratio cannot
be 1 and 2, but 3 (such as the length were 4, 13, 15 integer triangle, the first edge of
the high of 12), and put forward the problems than can take integer greater than 3?
Ron Evans stated the following problems: on the side of the triangle n integer, integer
what can be used as bottom and high ratio? N sign positive or negative, depending
on the triangle is acute or obtuse triangle and (for example: 71=-29, X120, y=119 is a
solution). He also asked the dual problem: the calculated bottom divides all integer
length high triangle. This high ratio and the end of the 1 and 2 is not possible, but the
3 can (for example: the bottom is 4: length 13, 15: as high as 12) if a ratio can appear,
whether there is an infinite number of the ratio of the primitive triangle? K.R. S.
Sastry gives the angle (3389, 21029, 24360) and (26921, 42041, 6880). In each
triangle, and the bottom of the high ratio is 42 (25, 26, 3) and 1/8 (17,113,120) and 8
(ratio in each case, the number of third three of the array is the base of a triangle)
The definition of X, y, z as three integer edge of the Evans triangle, n is a high and is
defined as the ratio of Evans. Given a triangle Evans triangle discriminant theorem
and construct a class of Evans triangle, its Evans is n three m (m+ 2) integer, third
edge is
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In this paper (4) and (3), we construct another kind of Evans triangle, which is the
Evans ratio of 8m (2m2-1) - type integer. Its three integers as follow:

The paper (5)(6)(7) used the same method to construct several other classes of Evans
triangle, their Evans ratios of 4m (m+ 1), 2n (M2-2) and integer type M2-1. And when
m=2k, the results can be obtained by this paper. When m=2k, the result of paper (6)
can be the result of paper (3) launch.
In this paper (8) the limitation on the three side of the triangle, the existence of the
inquiry in the primitive Evans triangle satisfies the condition of x +y+ 2=2z3, the two
group of solutions, a group of Evans than 4m (m +1) and another group of Evans is
2m (m2-1) (m2-2) (m2 -3). The results of the first group the result is the same. The
Evans ratio of 2m (m2-1) (m2-2) (m2 -3) three integer Evans edges respectively as
follow:

The paper(9) presented a Evans triangle Evans than the necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of the conditions thus constructed three types of Etan9
triangle, among which two kinds of paper (6)and paper(7) and four results consistent
with previous Evans ratio difference was 2 (m2-1) (2m2-1), three of its edge as
integer:

Paper(10) is also used in this paper(9) to construct a class of Evns triangle, it's Evans
ratio of 4m (m2-1) (2m4-4m2 +1), its three integers as folllow:

In this paper(9), we construct another two Evans triangles according to the properties
of the theorem and Pell.

2 Lemma
Lemma 2.1.(9) Set n as positive integer, then n is a Evans ratio of a Evans triangle, if
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there is only a positive integer a, b, c,d, ac >bd, then

Note 2.1: the above theorem shows that: to solve the Evans ratio, equivalent to
determine the positive integer a, b, c, d , then

As positive integer. This is similar to the three sides were: x=ab (c2 +d2), y=cd (a2
+b2), z= (ad +bc) (ac-bd), the high side of the triangle hz and z is a positive integer
, obviously we can assume:
gcd(a, b) = gcd(c,d) = 1.
Note 2.2 : from Note 1 can be seen: a, b, c, d were not odd and gcd(a, b) =gcd (C,
d) =1. Can be drawn from the above discussion: solving the Evans ratio, we can
assume that a=gcd (a, c) gcd (a, d) a1, b=gcd (b, c) gcd (b,d)b1 , c=gcd (a, c) gcd (b, c)
c1, d=gcd (a, d) gcd(b,d) d1. Whena1, b1, c1, d1 both were positive integers, and

Easy to prove that

gcd(a1b1c1d1 (gcd(a, d )2 a1d1  gcd(b, c)2 b1c1 )(gcd(a, c)2 a1c1  gcd(b, d )2 b1d1 ))  1.So that
is an integer when and only if there are both positive integer a1，b1，
c1，d1, then

Is positive integer.
Lemma 2.2.(11) Set D is a positive integer and is not a perfect square, then the
equation is
x2 - Dy2 = 1
(1)There are infinitely many solutions of x, y. Set

in

all the x>0,y>0, make the smallest solution in the group of x  y D as((x1, y1) as (1)
the basic solution), then all (1)solutions by

K is an arbitrary integer.
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3 Two theorems and proofs that high and bottom ratio are
integers
This section by using Pell equation x2-Dy2=1 constructed two new kinds of
primitive Evans triangle, given the two kinds of Evans triangle shape of three sides of
the form and the corresponding Evans.
Theorem 3.1.Evans ratio is 2m (M2-2) (4m4-8m2 +1) (4m4-8m2 +3) Evans triangle,
and three integer sides respectively x=D (a2 +d2 ),y=a2 +D2d2, z=D +1), and：
2
2
a   m2  1  m2  1  3m2  m2  2  ，d  m 3  m2  1  m2  m2  2  ，D  m2  2 ，




mZ .
The proof is proved by lemma 2.1 that the positive integer a=c, d|b, ac-bd=1 are
from the lemma 2.1.

besides D=b/d
Then the solution of the ac - bd = a2 -Dd2 = 1, and the solution of the Pell
equation x2 - Dy2 = 1.
When D  m2  2  m  3 , the answer of x2-(m2-2)y2=1 is x1=m2-1,y1=m, then Evans
Ratio is n 



2adD
 2m  m2  2  ,this the result of paper(6). By lemma 2.2
1 D

xk  yk  x1  y1 D

 ，then
k

x2  2m4  4m2  1, y2  2m  2m2  1 , to Evans ratio

of 4m  m2  1 2m4  4m2  1 ,that is the result of paper(10) .
2
2
Because x3   m2  1  m2  1  3m2  m2  2  ， y3  m 3  m2  1  m2  m2  2  ,




the Evans ratio as follow :
2adD
n
 2m  m2  2  (4m4-8m2 +1) (4m4-8m2 +3),and three integer are
1 D

To common factor ad
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Theorem 3.2. Evans ratio is

edge of

x

m  m2  1 m2  4 
2

m8  9m6  27m4  27m2  4
,
4

z  m2  3 ，while m Z ，

y

Etans triangle, three integer

m8  9m6  27m4  31m2  16
，
4

。

The proof, when D  m2  4  m  3, 2? m  , Pell equation x2- (m2-4) y2=1 , initial
solution x1 

2
2
2adD m  m  1 m  4 
m3  3m
m2  1
, y1 
Evans ratio is n 
.

1 D
2
2
2 ，

the three integers as follow:

To common factor ad

Through the proof of the theorem we can know that this method can be used to
calculate the (xi, yi ) can be constructed from a number of groups of positive integers
(a, b, c, d) can be obtained in a myriad of new Evans triangles.

4 The ratio of bottom and the high is an integer
In this section we discuss the case of a base with a high ratio of integers. Similar to
lemma 1, we have the following conclusions.
Theorem 4.1. Set n is a positive integer, then n is the bottom of an integer edge
triangle with a high ratio, when and only when the a,b,c,d, ac>bd, lead to

Note 4.1: the above theorem shows that the solution to the bottom with a high
integer ratio, equivalent to determine the positive integer a, b, c, d , then
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As positive integer. This is similar to the three sides were: x  ab  c 2  d 2  ,
y  cd  a 2  b2  , z= (ad+bc)(ac-bd) , bottom of the triangle on the edge of the high hz

ratio is a positive integer ,such as

 ad  bc  ac  bd  . We could assume
2abcd

gcd(a, b) = gcd(c, d) = 1.
Note 4.2: Could be seen from the notes 4.1:a, b, c, d, cannot just have a number
of other odd , and numbers are gcd(a, b) = gcd(c, d) = 1.
It can be concluded from the above discussion: for the bottom and high ratios,
we

can

that: a  gcd  a, c  gcd  a, d  a1

assume

,

b  gcd  b, c  gcd  b, d  b1

,

c  gcd  a, c  gcd  b, c  c1 d  gcd  a, d  gcd  b, d  d1 This moment a1, b1 , c1,d1, both
,

.

are positive integers. and

Easy



to



prove

gcd a1b1c1d1 , gcd  a, d  a1d1  gcd  b, c  b1c1

should make

2

 ad  bc  ac  bd 
2abcd

2

that

  gcd  a, c  a , c  gcd b, d  b d   1
2

2

1

1

1 1

.

So

we

as integers, then a1=b1=c1=d1=1and

is positive integer.
Note 4.3: can be seen from the above discussion, the bottom with a high integer
ratio. If we assume that gcd (a, c) =s, gcd(a, d)= t, gcd (B, c) =u, gcd (b, d) =v, there are
s, t, u, v both are coprime , and triangle similar length respectively.

First of all, we consider the following equation:

K is integer, s,t,u,v are both positive integer. So we could
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Firstly, we consider when 2/u, t=1, we could 2u s 2

v 2 , sv u 2

1 , then

By the second equation of the above equation, we have

Then get the results: s=k3u1+k4u2, v=k3u1-k4u2, set it into u2+1=k1sv,

As

Make k1

4u22

1, k3

1, k4

2 ，so u1

2u22

1. lead u2=m, we should get it

Here k=4 (4m2 +1). If we take k1=1, u1=1, k4=2m, then there is

With the relevant the conclusion of Pell, we take u2=m, k3=2m2 +1, k=2m (2m2 +1).
U2=2m(2m2+1), k3=8m4 +8m2+ 1, then k=2m (8m4 +8m2 +1).
Secondly, we consider another case of 2 u, u

2ut s 2

v 2 , sv u 2

t 2 , then
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We take the second equation

Put into 4u12

t2

k1sv

As

If we take

Then we could select t

m, k3

1, k1

m

2

4, 2 m, u1

m m2
2

m

, k4

m m2 1
2

From the discussion above, we can see that we can get a large class of different
forms of Evans than the Pell equation, and we can get the conclusion that a large class
of different forms of the bottom and the high ratio is an integer.
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